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Third Semester MBA Degree Examination, May/June 2010
Service Marketing

Time: 3 hrs. Max. Marks:100
Note: 1.Answer any FOUR full questions from the Q.No.l to 7.

2. Question No.8 is compulsory.

1 a. What is service marketing triangle? (03Marks)
b. What are the benefits and challenges from the Franchiser's perspective and Franchisee's

perspective? (07Marks)
c. Discuss the various roles of service scope. (10Marks)

2 a. What is meant by zone of tolerance?
b. Explain how marketing of services is different from marketing of goods.
c. Explain the four waiting line strategies, with examples.

(03Marks)
(07Marks)
(10Marks)

3 a. Explainthe term "yield management". (03Marks)
b. Describethe four common types of capacity constraints facing the service industry.

(07Marks)
c. Briefly describe the four service provider gaps. What are the factors leading to these gaps?

(10Marks)

4 a. What is search quality and credence quality in services? (03Marks)
b. What factors influence customer expectation of services? Explain. (07Marks)
c. Explain the three approaches to pricing, highlighting the difficulties associated with each of

them. . (10 Marks)

5 a. What are the various types of encounter we come across in service marketing? (03Marks)
b. Explain briefly the three levels of retention strategies. Give examples of each type.(07Marks)
c. Discuss the strategies to enhance customer participation. (10Marks)

6 a. What is meant by service blue print? Explain with an example. (03Marks)
b. Explain how service quality can be used as a profit strategy in services. (07Marks)
c. Describe the four categories of strategies used by service marketer to match service

promises with delivery. (10Marks)

7 a. How employee satisfaction and customer satisfaction are related? (03Marks)
b. Explain what is meant by inter client conflict and organizational conflict with respect to

employee. (07Marks)
c. Describethe factors which influence the customer perception of services. (10Marks)

8 Case stud V:

Mr. Arvind Singhal was commenting on the future prospectus of his company Mis KSA
Technopak India Pvt Ltd. This was a management consultancy firm, focusing on soft goods
sector. He was very bullish on the growth of retail sector in India.
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The firm was focused on consumer product niche. The company was a joint venture with
Kurt Salman Associates of USA. Mis KSA technopak had an indepth knowledge of Indian
consumer product industry with a unique vision for future. The firm successfully aided the
Indian retailers in business planning, supply chain management and in strategizing the
business.

The company's business was unique since no other company was entirely dedicated to retail
and FMCG sector. Retail consulting was the main strength of the company. KSA technopak
was helping the retail to develop retail models as well as help the retail industry to acquire
"operational expertise". They also assisted the industry to implement projects on time, help
the retailing by providing value added services. Therefore KSA technopak was a leader in
providing solutions to the retail and FMCG sector. The company was concentrating on
textile and apparel industry. Strategic services of the company included, finding strategic
alliance with other companies, building competitive advantage, preparing financial blueprint
for startup venture. They also provided services such as study on future outlook, market
segmentation and other aspects of marketing. They also provided services to companys
engaged in acquisitions and mergers on supply chain management front. Mis KSA
technopak helped companies to develop sourcing strategies and assisted in vender selection.
In addition to this, the company also provided services in designing and implementing
business intelligence.

On the whole, Mis KSA technopak was the undisputed leader in retail consulting area.
However, on seeing the upward growth of retailing in India, other consulting majors stepped
into tapping the retail consulting market. For example Mis Mechinsey and company recently
showed interest in the retail segment and also bagged some prestigious clients. Though
Mis KSA technopak was the first mover and provided value added services, the company's
problem was "How to market its services innovatively in the increased competitive
environment?" The owners of the company recognized that Mis Mechinsey is able to do
better public relations by using newspaper and magazines. Till now Mis KSA technopak was
relying on brand value and was banking on the fact, that clients who wanted retail
consultancy will themselves come and approach them for services. Apart from maintaining a
good website and coming out with periodic events like retail summit, the company wanted
to take some strategic decision due to competition. The company was also planning to tap
the neighbouring market like Bangladesh and Srilanka. The company was also looking for
other sectors to help drive the growth. At any cost company wanted to maintain its
leadership position.

Given the above scenerio, answer the following questions. Make necessary assumptions if
required.

Questions:

a. What are the new marketing strategies which the company can employ in the current
situation of increased competition? (05Marks)

b. Which other sectors do you think that the firm can target to expand their operations? List
them. (05Marks)

c. Do you think that the firm is involved in many activities which are non value adding and
hence might ,nothold too much importance in the eyes of the potential clients? Should they
reduce the number of services and have larger client base? (05Marks)

d. How should the company go about in targeting the neighbouring foreign markets? What
should be the strategy? (05Marks)

* * * * *
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